
If you want to go quickly, go alone;
if you want to go far, go together." 

These wise words taken from an African proverb resonate deeply
with the essence of Hera, a community that's not just a gathering
of women but a beacon of unity in Nelson.

As we celebrate eight years of resilience and empowerment, we
extend a heartfelt invitation to ten exceptional women each
month throughout 2024. 

Join us in building a group where dreams are pursued, lives are
loved, and every member empowers the other.

Hera is more than a community. Together, we embody the mantra
of collaboration over competition, lifting each other, and
cultivating empowerment. 

Founded as Tribe in 2016, Hera has weathered health crises,
personal challenges, and the upheaval of COVID-19. We've
raised over $20,000 for charities, nurtured businesses, and forged
lifelong friendships.

My own pilgrimage, inspired by my mother's terminal cancer
diagnosis, reinforced the profound strength found in community.
It fueled my commitment to connect with remarkable women,
eliminate financial obstacles, and create a space where we all
thrive. 

With rising costs, I've halted the monthly subscription to build a
new currency based on connection and community bonds.

To all who've been part of our eight-year journey and those
joining in 2024, Hera extends a heartfelt thank you. 

Each woman leaves an indelible mark on our collective story of
resilience and empowerment. 
lives together! 



In a world of digital connections, Hera challenges the sacrifice of relationships. 

Joining our community requires a commitment to our values, goals, and
activities. New members can show their support by paying a small registration
fee of $39 in 2024 with no additional subscription costs. Let's build a strong
and supportive community together!

At Hera, you can attend exciting events, catch up with friends over coffee,
receive exclusive discounts and deals, promote your business, shop locally,
make new friends, and build an unbreakable network of supportive and positive
women in Nelson. 

Take advantage of the opportunity to connect, grow, and thrive with the Hera
community.

Join Hera in 2024 and enjoy all its benefits without any subscription fees!
We invite proactive women to join our dynamic community, fueling the journey
toward a fulfilling life. 

Here's how to take action and be part of this positive space: JOIN US.

We accept up to ten new members monthly—let's empower each other and
build our best 

http://www.lifecoachnelson.co.nz/hera

